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Numerical Computation of the Transfinite Diameter of Two Collinear Line Segments Philip Da vis
Orthonormal polynomials ar e em ployed to compute the transfinite diameter of a set consisti ng of two collinear line segments. With polynomials of degree 10, two-place acc uracy has been ach ieved.
The concept of the transfinite diameter T(E) of a closed bounded point set E was introduced by M.
F ekete [5) ,1 and the relation between thi s domain functional and conformal m apping and potential theory h as been str essed by both Fekete and Szeg6 [7] . According to Fekete's original defini tion, wherc (;) (- 
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and where V is the VandeI'monde detenuin ant.
(1) (2) Th e t r ansfinite diameter is known explicitly for a number of elementary geometri cal configur ations, but in general, its numerical evaluation is attended by considerable difficulty. I n a previous p aper [4] , Davi s and Rabinowitz showed t h at complex orthogonal polynomials may be employed profitably for its numerical detcrmination in the case of certain simply connected domains, a square and nonconvex " bean-shaped" domain h aving becn tested . Then we have lim (l /a n ) l/n= T (E).
For two collinear line segmen ts of equal length placed symm etrically w ith r esp ect to 0, say, E: -l~x~-a, a~x~I, O< a< I , the value of T(E) is known theor etically and is simply For two collinear line segm en ts of un equal length, its value h as been obtained by N . Achiezer (1) and can be expressed as th e ratio of certain ellip tie functions . For more t h an two line segments a closed-form value of T(E) is not known to the a uthor. The relationship (4) was tested numerically on SEAC to see what could be achieved by way of accuracy, using single prec ision co des. I n these computations, the value a= ] 12 was selected, leading in (5) to T=t 3 "" 0.4330127.
The computation was carried o ut by m aking use of a single precision (8 significant decimals) floating point orthonormalizing routin e developed by J .
Bram. This multiple-purpose code has ah:eady been described in [3] . The inner products (3) were computed by means of a lO-point Gaussian quadratW'e rule on each of the two segments (-1,-t) and (t, l ). The machine was programmed to print out the cocfficients of th e orth normal polynomials, ftS well as the val ues of these polynomials at the Gaussian abscissas employed. In this way, it was possible to monitor the obvio us glo bal properties of the or thonorm al polynomials, as well as to sec \vhere the accumul ated round-off began to vitiate the compu tations. One way in which this was done was as follows: The polynomials Pn(x), orthonormal over the set E:( -I ,-t), (lt l ), are alternately even and odd. As n increases, the theoretical zero values for the alternate coefficients of Pn becom e contaminated by round-off, and t hese "zeros" b egin to assume the proportions of the nonzero coefficien ts and of t h e values of the orthonormal polynomials themselves (see table 1 ). It was found that all significance was lost when attempt was made to go b eyond n = 10. The last value of (l lan) l/n gave the value of T(E ) correct to within 0.009. Additional accuracy is obtainable from (4) only by employing doubleprecision coding and going beyond n = 10 . Al though closed-form expressions for the orthonormal polynomials over E: (-I ,-t),(t, l ) are not available, such expressions are available for t h e T schebysch eff polynomials for E [2, p. 287]. H ere the even and odd polynomials have a totally differ en t structure. Using the latter polynomials as a guide (in the theory of domain polynomials these two sets freq uen tly behave alike), we can confirm the slightly high er values for (l lan)l/n r egister ed in table 2 for odd n. We can also conclude from the form of t he T schebyscheff polynomials th at the ratio (an/an+2) 1/ 2 would be a good estimator for T(E ). Table 2 also presents these values, and i t will be seen that the last entry, (as/a JO)l12, yields T(E) correctly to within 0.001.
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